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Introduction. Although derivatives need not be continuous, the inverse

images of open intervals are heavy in another sense. Denjoy and Clarkson

have shown that the inverse image of every open interval either is empty

or has positive measure (see [l] and [3]). Zahorski refined this property

to one of homogeneity. He proved that if x is in the inverse image of an

open interval (a, b), and if { /„ j is a sequence of closed intervals converging

to x (every neighborhood of x contains all but a finite number of the closed

intervals /„) such that each of the closed intervals essentially misses the

inverse image of (a, b), then the ratio of the length of /„ to the distance of

/„from x converges to 0 as n increases (see [9]). These properties together

with Baire one and the Darboux property (takes connected sets to con-

nected sets) do not classify derivatives. In fact, it is established here that

these two properties are possessed by every approximate derivative and

by every fcth Peano derivative.

Notation and definitions. Throughout the paper, the functions considered

will be real valued, measurable functions whose domains are connected

subsets of the real line. The notation ¿£-lir%_x will denote that the limit is com-

puted only for those values of y in E. The letter n will denote the usual

Lebesgue measure on the real line.

Definition 1. A function / is said to have property A if for every open

interval (a, 6),     f~l((a,b)) either is empty or has positive measure.

Definition 2. A sequence of closed intervals {/„) is said to converge

to x if x is not in the union of the /„ and if every neighborhood of x con-

tains all but a finite number of the intervals /„.

Definition 3. A function / is said to have property B if for every open

interval (a,b), x in f~l((a, b)) and {/„( a sequence of closed intervals con-

verging to jc with

»(f-l((a,b))nh)=0,

for every n, implies

]im t(U/d(x, I n)=0,
n—»oo

where
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d(x,/„) = mf{|x-y|;yG/n|.

Observe that if a function has the Darboux property, then the inverse

image of every open interval is either empty or uncountable. The first

example show that if, in addition to having the Darboux property, the

function is of Baire class one, it need not have property A. This example

uses the concept of approximate continuity which is recalled in the next

definition.

Definition 4. A function / is approximately continuous if for each x

in the domain of /, there is a measurable set E whose density (computed

relative to the domain of f) at x is 1 such that

£-lim/(y)=/(x).
y—*

Example 1. There is a function of Baire class one having the Darboux

property but not having property A.

Proof. Let / = [ 0,1], K be the Cantor set, G = / - K, and F = j m IT:

m — 1, ••■)2n— l;n = 1,2, •••}. Let fx:l^>l be the Cantor function

(see [7]). Then fx is continuous, and /i(G) = F. Let a be in / — F, and let

/2: J—>/be an approximately continuous function such that for all x in F,

f2(x) = 0, and f2(a) = 1. The existence of such a function f2 is proved in

[9]. Let /= /2°/i. Then / is a function from / onto /. It is known that

an approximately continuous function is a function of Baire class one

having the Darboux property (see [2]). Since the composition of a func-

tion of Baire class one with a continuous function is a function of Baire

class one, / is a function of Baire class one. A continuous function has the

Darboux property, and the composition of two functions having the

Darboux property is a function having the Darboux property. There-

fore, / has the Darboux property.

It will be shown that f~l((0,2)) is not empty and has measure zero.

By choice, a is in / — F. Since fx is continuous, there is a point ß in K such

that fM = a. Thus f(ß) = f2(a) - 1 by the choice of f2. Hence f-\(0,2))

is not empty. Let y be in f-\(0,2)). Then f(y) ^0. That is, /2(/i(y))

¿¿ 0. So /i(y) is not in F. Since fx is the Cantor function, fx(y) not in F

implies y is in K. Therefore f~H(0,2)) is contained in K, and K (the Can-

tor set) has measure zero. Hence /_1((0,2)) has measure zero.

It is easy to see that if / has property B, then / has property A. Example

2 shows that this implication is not reversible.

Example 2. There is a function of Baire class one having the Darboux

property and property A but not having property B.

Proof. Let / = [0,1], and let {/„} be any sequence of pairwise disjoint,

closed subintervals of / converging to 0 such that
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Let h be the function on / having the following four properties:

(1) x in /„ implies h(x) = 1, for all n,

(2) A(0) = 1/2,
(3) between two consecutive closed intervals the graph of h is v-shaped.

The vertex of the v is on the x-axis, and the ends are each a distance of 1

above the x-axis,

(4) h(x) = 1, for all other x.

Clearly, h is continuous except at 0. It follows that h is a function of

Baire class one. For any x in (0,1], h assumes all values in / between 0

and x. This fact together with the continuity of h on (0,1] implies that h

has the Darboux property. To see that h has property A, let E be the

inverse image of an open interval (a, b) under h. If E is not empty, then

there is an x in E such that x is in (0, l]. The continuity of h on (0, l] then

implies that E contains a nonempty, open subset of (0,1], and hence E

has positive measure. That h does not have property B follows since

itih-^O, 1)) nh) = 0 (actually /rH(0,1)) fl h is empty), 0 is in h~\(0,1)),
{/„} is a sequence of closed intervals converging to 0, but by assumption

lim fi(Wd(Q, IJ*Q.
n—>°o

Property A for approximate derivatives and kth Peano derivatives.

Definition 5. A function / has an approximate derivative /áP if for

each x in the domain of / there is a measureable set E whose density (com-

puted relative to the domain of f) is 1 at x such that

£-lim (fly) - f(x))/(y - x) - fv(x).

Definition 6. A function / is said to have a kth Peano derivative /* if

for each x in the domain of / there are numbers f\{x), ■ ■ -,fk-i(x) such that

f(x + h) = flx) + hfM + ... + (**/*!)[/*(*) + «<*,*>},

where

lime(x, h) = 0.

The basic properties of these two derivatives may be found in [4] and

[8], respectively. The first theorem shows that both derivatives have

property A.

Theorem 1. A function f of Baire class one has property A if, for every

subinterval J of the domain of f on which f is bounded either above or below,

f restricted to J has property A.

Proof. Let (a,b) be an open interval, and suppose E = f~l({a,b)) has

measure zero. Let
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Ett=\x:f{x) go},

and let

Eb={x:f(x)^b}.

The first step is to prove that the components of Ea and Eb are closed

relative to the domain of /. Let Q be a nondegenerate component of Ea.

Then Q is an interval where it is understood that the endpoints of Q may

be infinite. Assume that Q has an endpoint in the domain of /; otherwise,

Q is all of the domain of /. By selecting another point in Q, a subinterval

[c,d] of the domain of / is constructed with (c,d) contained in Q. Note

that / is bounded above on [c,d] by max[/(c),/(d),a]. By hypothesis, /

restricted to [c,d] has property A. It follows that /(c) ^ a and f(d) ^ a.

Hence c and d are both in Ea, and therefore, Q contains the endpoint

assumed to be in the domain of /. Thus Q is closed relative to the domain

of /. The proof that the components of Eb are closed relative to the domain

of / is similar.

Let {Q} denote the collection of all nondegenerate components of Ea

and Eb. Let P be the complement of U ( Int Q} relative to the domain of

/, where Int Q denotes the interior of Q relative to the domain of /. (Interior

is taken relative to the domain of / so that if x is an endpoint of the domain

of /, x can not be an isolated point of P.) Then P is closed relative to the

domain of /. The first step shows that no two distinct elements of j Q )

can have a common endpoint. Therefore, P is a perfect subset of the

domain of /.

The next step is to establish that each x in P is in Cl Ea and in Cl Eb,

where Cl Ea denotes the closure of Ea relative to the domain of /. Suppose

x is not in Cl Ea. Then there is an open subinterval J of the domain of /

containing x such that Eaf}J is empty. Then / is bounded below on J

by a. By hypothesis, / restricted to J, which will be denoted by h, has pro-

perty A. Furthermore A_1((a, b)) is contained in E, and by assumption,

E has measure zero. Hence h~x((a, b)) has measure zero. Since h has pro-

perty A, A_1((a,b)) is empty. It follows that / is bounded below on J by

b. Therefore, J is contained in Eb, and because J is open, J is contained

in Int Q for some nondegenerate component Q of Eb. Since x is in J, x is

in Int Q, and hence x is not in P. Thus if x is in P, x must be in Cl Ea.

Similarly, if x is in P, x is in Cl Eb.

The final step is to prove that for each x in P there are two sequences

jxn} and ¡y„} of points of P, each converging to x, such that for every n,

f(xn) ^ a and /(y„) £ b. Let x be in P, and let n be a positive integer.

Since x is in Cl Ea, there is an x'n in (x — 1/n, x + 1/re) H Ea. If x'n is in P,

call it x„. If x'n is not in P, then x'n is in Int Q for some nondegenerate

component Q of Ea. Since x is not in Int Q, there is an endpoint x„ of Q
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between x'n and x. Because x„ is in Q, flxj ^ a, and since xn is an end-

point of Q, xn is in P. The point y„, having the desired properties, is chosen

in a similar fashion.

In view of the above statement, no x in P can be a point of continuity

of / relative to P. Since / is a function of Baire class one, / has a point

of continuity on every nonempty, perfect set relative to that perfect set

(see [5]). Thus P is empty. By construction, E is contained in P. Hence

E is empty.

Corollary 1.1. Every kth Peano derivative has property A.

Proof. In [8] it is shown that a ¿th Peano derivative is a function of

Baire class one, and that if a £th Peano derivative is bounded either above

or below on an interval, it is an ordinary fcth derivative on that interval.

Since ordinary derivatives have property A, &th Peano derivatives satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 1.

Corollary 1.1 was first proved by H. W. Oliver in [8].

Corollary 1.2. Every approximate derivative has property A.

Proof. In [4] it is proved that an approximate derivative is a function

of Baire class one, and that if an approximate derivative is bounded either

above or below on an interval, it is an ordinary derivative. Since ordinary

derivatives have property A, approximate derivatives satisfy the con-

ditions of Theorem 1.

For another proof of Corollary 1.2 see [6].

Property B for approximate derivatives and ¿th Peano derivatives.

Theorem 2. Every approximate derivative has property B.

Proof. The theorem will first be proved for a special case of property

B; then it will be shown that the general case can be reduced to the

special one.

Suppose / has an approximate derivative /áp. Assume that /áP(0) > 0,

flO) = 0, and {/„ = [ an, bn] \ is a sequence of closed intervals, with positive

endpoints, converging to 0 such that for all n, x in /„ implies f'ûp(x) ̂  0.

Let E be a measurable set whose density at 0 is 1 such that

£-limflx)/x = /^p(0).

The essence of the proof is to establish that

limn(EnIn)/bn = 0.
n—»°o

Let /ap(0) > c > 0. There is a ö > 0 such that 0 < |x| < ô and x in E implies

fiP(0)-<<f(x)/x<f'Hp(0) + f.
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Since j /„} converges to 0 there is a positive integer N such that n> N

implies 0 < bn < 8. It suffices to show that for all n> N

Let n> N. Since f'ap is bounded above by 0 on /„, x in /„ implies /áp(x)

= /'(x). That is, /'(x) ^ 0 for all x in /„. Thus / is monotone nonincreasing

and continuous on /„. Let

A = {x G /„ : /¡p(0) - e < /(x)/x < /ip(0) + c}.

Note that JSf) /« is contained in A. If A is empty, then EP\In is empty,

whence

ß{E H h)lh = 0<2t//;p(0).

If A is not empty, let

x2 = sup A.

Since / is continuous on In, /(x) /x is also continuous there. Therefore,

/(x2)/x2^/¡p(0)-í.

Let

*i=[(/¿P(0)-í)/(£P(0) + £)]x2.

Since /ap(0) > e > 0, 0 < xx < x2. Suppose x is in In and x < X\. Because

/ is monotone nonincreasing on /„,

fix) ^ f(xx) ̂  f(X2).

Thus

f(x)/x*f(xù/x

>f(x¿/xi

= [(/íp(0) + {)/(/U0) - f)]/(x2)/x2

^ rv(o) + f.

Hence x is not in A. It follows that A is contained in [xux2]. Since E

Pi In is a subset of A,

n(E n /J ^ x2 - x1

= x2-[(/^p(0)-i)/(/;p(0) + e)]x2

= x2(2£/(/^p(0) + f))

<*2(2i/fv(0))

g W2t//Íp(0)).

As desired,
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»(Enln)/bn<2e/f'ap(0).

To complete the proof of the special case, it must be shown that

lim (bn-an)/an= 0.
n—'°°

Since the density of E at 0 is 1,

l = limu(En[0,bn])/bn

= lim [ »(E n [ 0, an])lbn + /*(£ fï /„)/K]
n—»co

= lun»(En[0,an])/bn
n—»oo

^ liman/6„

^ 1

because 0 < an < bn. Therefore,

lim an/bn « 1

and hence

lim (6„ - an)/an = ( lim bJaÀ - 1
n—»oo \ n—"» /

= 1-1

= 0.

The general case is now reduced to the special one. Let (a, b) be an

open interval. Suppose x is in f'apl{{a,b)), and \In) is a sequence of closed

intervals converging to x with

n(f'*p-1((a,b))nln) = 0,

for every re. By a translation of the coordinate axis system, it may be assumed

that x = 0 and that /(0) = 0. Since fv has property A, nifeKifl.b)) H /„)

= 0 implies f'ap\(a, b)) C\ h is empty. So, for each /„, i in /„ implies

either f'ap(x) ^ b or f'ap(x) ^ a. It is shown in [4] that fip has the Darboux

property. Thus for each /„, either f'ap(x) S b for all x in /„, or /^,(x) ^ a

for all x in /„. Let N denote the set of positive integers. Let

Nl = j n : In has positive endpoints, and x in /„ implies fHP(x) ̂ b\,

N2= [n:In has positive endpoints, and x in /„ implies /áp(x) ^ a},

N3= {n : In has negative endpoints, and x in /„ implies /áp(x) ^ b ),

and
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N4 = j n : In has negative endpoints, and x in /„ implies /áp(x) ^ a}.

In as much as

N = U Nh
i = l

to prove that

lim u(I n)/d(0,1 n) = 0
n—*a>

it suffices to verify that

iVrlimM(/n)/d(0,/n)=0

whenever JV¿ is an infinite subset of N.

Each of these four cases easily reduces to the special situation already

proved. For example, suppose N3 is an infinite subset of N. For each n

in N3, if /„ = [ an, ba], then let Jn= [ - ba, - an]. Since the endpoints

of /„ are negative, the endpoints of Jn are positive. Let

g(x) =f(-x) + bx.

Notice that g is approximately derivable, and that

g'sP(x)= -f'v(-x) + b,

from which it follows that

£ip(0) > 0

because /áp(0) < 6. In addition, for each for the intervals Jn, x in Jn implies

— x is in /„, and hence, by definition of N3, that /áp( — x) ;£ b. Thus, if x

is in Jn, then gáP(*) ^ 0, for every n in iV3. Since the endpoints of Jn are

positive, the function g and the sequence of closed intervals {Jn}neN3 sat-

isfy the conditions of the special case. Therefore,

N3-\imu(Jn)/d(0,Jn)=0.

But by   construction  of Jn,  v(Jn) = u(In)   and   d(0, Jn) = d(0, /„).   Thus

iy3-limM(/n)/d(0,/„) = 0.
n—♦»

Theorem 3. Every kth Peano derivative has property B.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, the theorem will first be proved for

a special case of property B, and then the general case will be reduced to

the special one.

Suppose / has a /eth Peano derivative fk. For notational purposes / is

denoted by f0. Assume that /0(0) = fM = ... = fk(0) = 0 and that

{/„ = [ an, bn]} is a sequence of closed intervals, with positive endpoints,

converging to 0 such that, for each re, x in /„ implies fk(x) ^ c, where c is
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a fixed positive number. Let m be a positive integer. It will be shown by

induction that, for each positive integer / with 1 ^ j ^ k, there is a partition

an = tj.O <   • • •   < tj,m{j) — "n

of /„ such that m(j) g 2J and, for each i = 1, •••,/»(/), one of the follow-

ing holds for every x in [ í/,¿-i, í/,¡] :

10') :fk-j(x) - fk-j<tj,¡-i) è (c/;!)(x - tj,^)1, and f^fifu-ù è 0
2{j) : fk-j(x) - fk-MJ â - (e/jl)(thi - x)>, and fk-MJ S 0
30') -fk-Áx) - fk-Mii-ù è - (c/;'!)(x - thi_x)>,   and  h-Mi-ù â 0
40) :/*-,<*) - fk-j(tj,ù ̂ (c/;!)(í,,, - xY, and fi_fa¿ 2j 0.
To begin with, the above statement is proved for j = I.   Since fk is

bounded below on /„ by c, fk = /* (the ordinary fcth derivative of /) on

/„ (see [8]). Thus, f{-\ exists and is equal to fk on /„.  Because /¿(x) ^ c

> 0 for all x in /„, fk_x is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on

/„. Thus, there is a unique point t in /„ such that

|/*-i(0| S|/*-i(x)|

for all x in /„. First suppose that t = an. This assumption, together with

the fact that fk-X is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on /„,

implies that fk-X(an) S: 0. By the mean value theorem for ordinary deriv-

atives, x in /„ implies

A-i(x) - A-i(a„) ^ c(x - a„).

In this case, the partition is

an = <i,o < ¿u = bn

and, for the only subinterval involved, 1(1) holds. Next, suppose that

t = bn. Because fk-X is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on

/„, it follows that fk-X(bn) g 0. For every x in /„, the mean value theorem

implies that

fk-Áx) - fk-ÁK) í -c(bn-x).

The partition is the same as it was for the case t = an, but this time 2(1)

holds for the only subinterval concerned. Finally, assume that t is in

(an,bn). Necessarily, fk-X(t) = 0. The partition is

an = ii.o < *u = * < ¿u = °n.

By the mean value theorem, x in [íi,o,íi,i] = [an,t) yields that

fk-i(x) - fk-Át) â -c(í-x).

That is, 2(1) is satisfied for every x in [ii.oAi]- Similarly, for every x

in [ ¿i.i, ¿i,2] = [ t, ba],

fk-tix) - fk-1«) è c(x -1),

and hence, 1(1) holds. Note that up to this point only possibilities 1 and
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2 have occurred. It will be seen, however, that possibilities 3 and 4 arise

from 2 in the induction step.

Let p be a positive integer, 1 S. p ^ k — 1, and assume that the state-

ment is true for j = p. Thus, there is a partition

an= tpft <  ■ • ■  < tpmip) = bn

of /„ such that rei(p) ^ 2P and, for each i = 1, • ..,m(p), either l(p),

2(p), 3(p), or 4(p) holds for every x in [£p,,-i,fp,,]. It is enough to show

that each interval [íp,¿_i, £p,¿] can be divided into no more than two sub-

intervals, on each of which either l(p + 1), 2(p + 1), 3(p + 1), or 4(p + 1)

holds for each x in it.

First let i be a positive integer, 1| ¿^ m(p), such that l(p) holds for

every x in the interval [tp,i-i,tPt¡]. Since fk-p(tPfi-ù ^ 0,

A-P(*)è(c/p!)(x-ip,i_1)p

è0.

for all x in  [íp,;_i,íp>¿].   Thus, fk-p is bounded below on  [<p,¿_i, íp,¿] by 0;

wherefore,  A-p = /(*~p)   on   [ íp,»-i> tp¿].   Hence,  f'k-(p+»   exists and equals

fh-pOn [tpj-yißj]. Because

/*-p(*)ê (c/p!)(JC-^_!)p>0

for all x in (ip,,_i, tpi), /*_(p+i) is strictly monotone increasing and con-

tinuous on [tpj-utPti]. Therefore, there is a unique point t in [tpi_l,tPii]

such that

|/*-(p+i)(0| á|/*-(p+i)(*)|

for all x in [íp,¿_i,íp,,]. If f = fp.«-i> then the fact that /*_(p+i) is strictly

monotone   increasing   and   continuous    implies    that

/*-(P+i)(íp,¡-i) è 0.

Moreover, by the fundamental theorem of calculus, for each x in [íp,¿_i, tp,¡],

A_(p+i,(x) - A (P+i)(íp,¿_i) =  I      fk_p(u)du
J*p,i-i

> (c/p!) f     (u - t^.ydu
J*p,i~l

= (c/(p + l)!)(x-ip,i-i)p+1.

In this case, the interval [íp,¡-],íp,¡] is split into only one subinterval;

namely, itself, and l(p + 1) holds for every x in [íp,,_i, íp,¿]. Next, suppose

that t = tp ¡. Since fk-(P+i) is strictly monotone increasing and continuous

on [íp,,-i, tpj], /*_(P+i)(íp,,) ̂  0. And by the fundamental theorem of cal-

culus, x in [£p,¡-i,tpi] yields that
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A-(p+i)(íp,¡) - fk-(p+»(x)   = | "'' ft p(u)du

^ (c/p\)fp'(u-tp,i_xydu

= (c/(p + 1)!)[ (ip>1 - tp,._x)»+l - (x - <p,¿-,)p+1]

= (c/(p + 1)!)[ ((ip,, - x) + (x - tp^d)p+1 - (x - tp¡i.xy+1]

è (c/(p + 1)!)[ %,i - x)p+1 + (x - íPj¡_i)p+1 - (x - ip,,_i)p+1]

= (c/(p+l)!)(ip,i-x)"+1.

Multiplication by — 1 produces

fk-ip+nix) - A-tp+ijííp,,) ̂ -(c/(p + l)!)(íp,, - x)p+1.

Again, the only subinterval into which the interval [íp,¡_i, tp¡i] is divided

is itself, but this time, every x in [íp,,-i, ip,,] satisfies 2(p + l). Finally,

assume that t is in (fPjl-_i, íp,¿). Consequently, /A_(p+1)(i) = 0. In this case,

the interval [íp,¡ i, íp,¿] is divided into two subintervals: [ip,,-i, t] and

[ t, tPi¡]. For each x in [ fp,,_i, t],

fk-(P+i)(t) - fk-(P+i)(x) =  I  fk.p(u)du

^ (c/p\)Jx(u-tp¡l.xydu

= (c/{p + 1)!)[ (t - ip,_i)p+1 - (x - íp,¿-,)p+1]

è(c/(p + l)!)(i-x)p+1,

where the last inequality is obtained by proceeding as in the above case.

Multiplication by — 1 results in

A_(p+i,(x) - /*_(p+i)(i) fk - (c/(p + l)!)(i - x)"+1.

Hence, 2(p + 1) is satisfied by every x in [íp>¡_¡i,í]. For every x in [t,tp¡¡],

/*-(p+i)(x) - /*-(p+i)(i) = J   fk-P(u)du

<t (c/p\)jt (u-t„^xydu

= (c/(p +1)!)[(x - tp¡i.xy+l - (í - ip,-i)p+1]

^(c/(p+l)!)(x-i)p+1.

In other words, l(p + 1) holds for every x in [i, iP>1].

The procedure in case 2(p), 3(p), or 4(p) holds is similar and the proof

will be omitted.
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As a result, there is a partition

an = t0 < ■■■ <tm= bn

of /„, such that m ^ 2\ and for each i = 1, •••,rei, one of the following

holds for every x in [f¡_i,f;] (it is no longer necessary to denote / by f0):

(l)flx)-/(*,_!) è(c/*D(*-f,-i)*,
(2)/(x)-flí¡)á-(c/*!)(í,-*)*,
(S)M-f(ti-ùè -(c/*!)U-Uà,
(4) flx) - flíi) è (c/*!)(í, - x)*.

In each of the assertions (1), (2), (3), and (4), substitute for x the endpoint

of [f;_i, t¡] not involved in that expression. What results, after taking

absolute values, is that, for each i = 1, •••,m,

i/w-fli-i)! zic/kim-ti-j".

Since /(0) = A(0) = • • • = f„(0) = 0,

flx) = (X*/*!)«(X),

where

lime(x) = 0.
i—o

Therefore,

(c/*!)(í¡ - tt_uk á|(í?/*!)t(íí) - tè-i/HMi-ùl

Multiplying this statement by (k\/c) and dividing it by if produces

[ (í¡ -  í¿-l)A]* ^  (1/C) | ítí,)   -   (í.-l/í,)*^^-!) I

^ (2/c)supe(x).

This estimate permits the following approximation:

m

(bn-an)/bn= £(i, - ii-0/6»

< £(t¡-f¡-i)/f¡
i = l

^m(2/c)1/Ysupe(x)N) 1M

^2*(2/c)1/YsupÉ(x)N) 1/É.
\ «e/n       /

Because /„ converges to 0 and because limx^ot(x) = 0,

Consequently,

limsupf(x) = 0.
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lim(6„- an)/bn = 0.

But, (bn - a^/bn = 1 - (ajbn).   Therefore,

liman/6„= 1,

and hence

lim (bn - an)/an = ( lim6n/a„] - 1
n—.oo \ n— oo /

= 1-1 = 0.

This completes the proof of the special case.

The procedure for reducing the general case to the special one is the

same as in the proof of Theorem 2. Let x be a point in fk~l((a,b)), and let

{In ) be a sequence of closed intervals converging to x such that

n(fki((a,b))nh) = 0,

for every interval /„. By a translation, it may be assumed that x = 0. Since

fk has property B, u(fk~l((a,b)) n L) = 0 implies

fk-\(a,b))nln = 0,

for every /„. Thus, x in /„ implies either fk(x) ï; b or fk(x) ^ a. Because

fk has the Darboux property, for each /„, either fk(x) ^ 6 for all x in /„,

or fk{x) ^ a for all x in /„. Let N denote the set of positive integers.  Let

Nx= \n: In has positive endpoints, and x in /„ implies fk(x) ^ b j,

N2 = j n : In has positive endpoints, and x in /„ implies fk(x) ;£ a},

iV3 = j n : In has negative endpoints, and x in /„ implies fk(x) ^b\,

and

iV4 = {n : In has negative endpoints, and x in /„ implies fk(x) ^ a j.

Note that

N = U Nt.
i=i

Thus, to prove that

limM(/„)/d(0,/n) = 0,
n—*o=

it need only be shown that

JV,-limM(/n)/d(0,/n)=0,
n—tco

whenever N. is an infinite subset of N.
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Each of these cases reduces to the special situation already considered.

As an example of the reduction process, suppose N3 is an infinite subset of

N. For each n in N3, if /„ = [ an, bn], let Jn — [ — bn, — an]. Since the

endpoints of /„ are negative, those of Jn are positive.   In this case, let

g(x) = (- l)*[/(- *)- (/(0) - x/i(0) + ••• + (-l)V/*!)/*(0))].

From the definition of Peano derivative, it is easy to see that if / has a

£th Peano derivative,  then the function A(x) = /( — x)   does  also,   and

*;(*) = (- lyfji-x)

for j = 1, •• -,k.  Thus,

g(0) = gx(0) = ... = gk(0) = 0,

and

gk(x) = (-!)*[(~l)%(-x) - (-1)*A(0)]

= fÁ-x)-fk(0).

If x is in Jn, then — x is in /„, and, furthermore, — x in In implies /*( — x)

ii b, by the definition of N3. Therefore, for each n in N3, x in Jn implies

gk(x) è b - fk(0) > 0

because 0 is in fk~l{{a,b)). Since the endpoints of Jn are positive, the con-

ditions of the special case are satisfied by the function g and the sequence

\Jn\neNg- Consequently,

Nrlimu(Jn)/d{0,Jn) = 0.
«—♦oo

But, by construction of Jn,  p(Jn) = p(In)   and  d(0,Jn)=d(0,In).   Thus,

JV3-limM(/n)/d(0,/n)=0.
n—>oo
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